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INTRODUCTION
The simplest type of reinforced concrete elevated tank is the circular
tank having a flat roof and floor of beam and slab design. This type of con-
struction is not always the most economical. For tanks with capacity of the
order of 100,000 gallons or over, the choice of a dowed roof and floor is
most econranical even after consideidng the greater cost of curved forms.
The Intze tank, named after the inventor 0. Intze, is a modification of
the domed bottom and roof type tank. This type of tank was originally de-
signed to obtain balanced inward and outward horizontal thrusts on the ring
beam at the tops of the columns supporting the tank. Thus, when the tank is
full, there is no hoop stress in the ring beam. The four principal parts of
an Intze tank are the domed roof, the cylinder, the coned portion and the
domed bottcm. A rib encircling the edge of the roof dome is provided to take
the horizontal thrust. The ring beam provided at the junction of domed bot-
tom and conical portion transmits the load to the columns.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to develop and use the formulas for mem-
brane stresses in shells of the fozm of a surface of revolution and loaded
symmetrically with respect to the axis.
These formulas are used to analyse the stresses in the roof and bottom
domes of the tank, the cylindrical section and the conical section. In the
analysis of the cylindrical and conical sections, the same manbrane formula
is used with the modification that the radius of curvature of the shell of
the surface of revolution becomes <^ in one direction. A fonmila for eco-
nomical tank dimensions is derived.
The procedvire for designing a 200,000 geOJ-on capacity water tank is pre-
sented showing the use of the various formulas and some additional design
considerations including shear at the edges of the domes and shear and bend-
ing in the conical section.
FUNDAMENTAL FORMULAS
li^enbrane Theory of Shells
The roof and bottom domes of an Intze tank are spherical domes with the
shell thickness small co?npared with the other dimensions and with the radii
of curvature. In the deformation of thin shells the bending stresses are
small conpared with direct stresses and can be neglected prorided that the
conditions at the supports are such that the shell can expand fteely. These
direct stresses are called membrane stresses and the theory of shells based
on the omission of bending stresses is called the membrane theory.
Consider a shell of small thickness t, in the form of a surface of rer-
olution about the vertical axis. Consider the equilibrium of a small element
ds X ds. Suppose Z is the intensity of loading normal to the surface of the
element of membrane in the direction as shown in Fig. 1 (a).
Then equating forces acting on an element ds x ds gives .1
N (d9 x ds) + N^ (do x ds) = 2 ds x ds
Now ds = r. d* = x^ de
N N
Hence r*" + r^ = z
''l '2
which is the general equation of membrane stresses in thin shells.
Sign convention adopted is as follows:
For N^ and N^ Tension +
f •
Conpression •
For r. and r^ Concave inward +
Concave outward -
For 2 Acting outward +
Acting inward -
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fl6.2. A SECTION THROUGH SPHERICAL DOME
The second equation of eqvdlibrium can be obtained by considering vej>
tical equilibrium of a portion of the shell above section AA.
K W is the net downward loading on the shell above AA and the angle
made by the tangent at A with the horizontal, then
W
W = -2 Ti To N-, sin* or N^ = - -rz 1 (compression)09 T 9 2 7irQ sin 9
The two equations can be solved for the membrane forces N^ and N^*
Formulas for Spherical Dome
(1) If the rise, r, and the span, Zi , of a spherical dome are given,
the radius of the domed surface, R, can be found ivcm. the foisada derived
below.
From the right angled triangle OAB, Fig. 2
£^ + (R-r)2 = r2
^ = r2-r2 + 2Rr-r2
^2 = r (2R-r)
£2 = 2rR-r2 ..
(2) The angle 9 is found from the relation
i
sin 9 - R
(3) The surface area of the dome = 2^'Rr"=2«R (R-R cosf )
= 2 " r2 (1- cos (f )
FonmLlas foy Membrane Stresses in the Domed Roof
Consider a spherical dome of radius R and spsm 2 1 . Suppose that the
shell is submitted to the action of its own weight plus any snow load and the
weight of the roof covering, etc.
Let w = intensity of loading per unit area.
Suppose it is required to find the membrane stresses N. and N^ at Point
A, Fig. 3.
The siirface area of the dome above plane AA is
2 MR sin (f (R d9)r
= 2 iiR^ [- cosfl = 27? r2 (l-cos f)
The total load on the domed portion above AA " 2 "i^ R^ w x (l-cos <f> )
.
Considering the vertical equilibrium of the forces around the circumference
of section AA gives
N, (sinip ) (2^ro) + 2'"R^ w (l-cos <P ) =
irtiere
rQ = R sin -P
... K = -
(l-cos'J') 2^1^ y ^ ^ _Rj£
^ 2"Rsin^<p l+cos"?
the negative sign indicating compression.
Applying the general membrane stress formula to solve for N^ ^ves
£i+ No = Z
1 R
Wiere Z = the intensity of pressure perpendicular to the surface of section
Z •* cosf
therefore
N© » ZR - K
=
-wR cos<p + —**
1+C08 f
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Fomrula for the Menbrane Stress in the Bottom J)ome
The loadings on the bottom dome are the water pressure acting normal to
the dome surface and the dead weight of the dome. The dead weight of the
dome is generally small compared with the water pressure. For vertical equi-
librium of the portion above AA, Fig. 4
(215 ro) N^ 8in.p + w«
Tq = R sin 9
W = 62.5 (tJ ro^ h) «= 62.5 x "^ r2 h 8in2<f
Therefore
K W « , 62.? h R
^ 2 tl R sin2 (p i
where
W = the weight of the cylinder of water above AA
h = the average height of the cylinder of water ABBA
Ne = ZR-N^
where
Z = -62.5 X height of water colimm at A
=
-62.5 X H
Formula for Determining the Correct Geometry to Insure that the Stress
In the Supporting Rin^; will be Zero
Suppose
W-jL ~ the weight of the dcoied floor and the water above it.
W2 ~ strai of the weights of the roof and the wall loads plus the weight of
the inclined portion of the floor and the weight of the water above it, and
that o< and P arc the anglee of inclination as shown in Fig. 5»
Let L = the perimeter of the eupportinfe ring.
Considering forces on the supporting rimg from the daaed bottom;
Vertical load from the dome per unit length of the ring wall = -i.
In addition to the vertical force on the ring an outward horiisontal
force is exerted hj the dome on the ring.
Let N« = the direct membrane force per unit length in the domed shell
near the edge.
Then considering vertical equilibrium of the dcaned bottom gives
N^ sinoC X L = Wi
N,
^1
f L sinci.
Horizontal thrust per unit length on the ring beam due to this is
% = N* cos t*^
Wi
= -— COtcK
li
Which is outward.
The horizontal thrust inward per unit length on the ring beam due to
load W2 is
W2
H2 *= T~" cot P .
For the hoop force in the ring beam to be zero, H^ ** H2
or
Ml W2
-— cot o<. = r- cot p
I< it
or
10
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Formula for Stress in the Rib at the To£ of the Wall
Let
w = weight per square foot of the i?oof concrete and any covering and in-
sulating material including the snow load, etc., as shown in Fig. 6.
Area of the roof surface = 2 "^ Rr
Total load from the roof = 2m Rr w
2^Rrw
Load per unit length of the xdb =
"YrTl
Rr w
Rr w
Horizontal thrust on the rib due to this is H, =« ^ cot <p per \init
length.
Tensile force T in the rib due to the horizontal thrust is given by
2T = —^ cot <f X 2 £
or
T = Rr w cot <f
The rib must be strong enough to resist this tension.
Foimila for Membrane Stresses in the Conical Botton
Suppose it is required to find the jaembrane stresses at point A, Fig. ?•
H = total depth of water column at A.
Applying the fonmila for the membrane forces
n ^
In this ca^e
12
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and
''0
^2 cos (90- P )
and
Z = w H
where
w = \init weight of water
Hence
'"O
N^ = To Z «= w H ;; -— (tension)
• 2 cos (90- O
Considering vertical eqpiilibrium of forc^ aroimd the circumference AA
gives
-W
-W = N cos (90-n 2 « r^ or N. = .^ «,
9 9 2 ro cos (90- A
)
where
W = the sum of the weights of the roof and the wall loads and the weight
of the water on the conical portion above AA*
Tq — the radius of the circle of intersection of the conical portion and
the horizontal plane through A,
Formula for Membrane Stress in the Vertical Wall of the Tank
Suppose it is required to determine membrane forces at section AA,
Fig. 8.
Let H = height of water column above AA,
Then using the membrane stress formula
i + f^-z
Here
uTn = c/>
r2 = R
Z = w H where vr = weight of water per cu, ft.
Then
III
N^ = ZR = w H R (tension)
Again considering vertical forces gives
W^ » -2 ^ EN or N« = - 27^]^- (compression)
Where
Wn = sum of the weights of the roof and the wall above section AA in-
cluding snow loads, etc.
Formula for Economical Tank Dimensions
Suppose it is required to design a tank of capacity V cu, ft. Further
suppose that
C^ " cost per square foot of tank walls complete including reinforce-
ment, concrete, shuttering, etc.
Cg = cost per square foot of roof including water proofing.
Cp = cost per square foot of floor including reinforcement, mass con-
crete, water proofing, rendering, etc.
Let
D = diameter of tank in feet
H = average depth of tank
Consider the tank to be a cylinder of diamter D and height H. Assume the
roof and the bottom to be flat for the purpose of calculating surface areas.
These assumptions are jvistified since the roof and the bottom domes are flat
domes and the error due to this assumption is negligible.
Then total cost C of the tank is given by
15
•r
C «= " DH Cu + *^ Cp +
—
f- Cr.
" 4 4
Also V » --7- H
4
4V
Hence
4V " D^
itvC = r Sf + (% + Cr) -
Differentiating this vdth respect to D gives
i-§c„Mcp^CR)l£
d2
^Now the cost is a minimum when "^ = 0.
dD
dc
Thus for the most economical size nn ^ ®'
OP
gj Cy^ » (Cp + Cr) -ly-
or
1)3 = 8V CW
(Cy + C^)
or
= 2
/? (Cp + Cr)
3
uSince the roof dome and bottom dame of the tank are flat domes, the
atreases are always compressive in the roof and bott<»i. On the other hand
stresses in the wall are tensile due to hoop forces. In actual design cal-
culations it is found that the average thickness of the tank wall is nearly
tvdce the thickness of the roof or bottom dcsne. Also, construction of the
vertical reinforced concrete wall including shuttering is more difficult than
the domed roof and bottom. In general, the roof and bottcan domes are of equal
thickness
•
From the foregoing discussion it follows that costs per square foot of
the roof and bottom domes, respectively, are equal and the average cost per
square foot of the vertical wall is approxijiiately twice that for the roof or
bottom.
Thus assuming
Cf = Cr - 2"
the foiTOula for economical diameter becomes
{¥
1
3.
The height of the tank is given by
V
_
H == ilD£ = -^X" 771)2
iMEt
_ «7d3
8
hence
17
Thus for economical size, the diameter of the tank should be equal to
twice the average height.
MNUMERiaL DESIGN EXAMPLE
The method of design and the application of the various fonnulas de-
veloped in the preceding sections are illustrated in the following design
exaiuple. Although the main purpose of the design exaisple is to illustrate
the use of the formulas already derived, some practical aspects of design are
also discussed. For instance a small bending moment occurs in the bottcan
dome and in the conical bottom near their junction and provision of steel is
made in the upper surface of both at their junction to resist this bending
moment. Similarly the shear at vertical sections through the conical bott<Ma
slab is considered. This shear is a mayimum at the lowest point. The iit*
clined slab is also designed to carry, as a beam between the ribs, the
nonnal component of its own weight and the varying water pressure vrfiich acts
normal to its s\irface.
The object of this design exan5)le is to illustrate the structural analy-
sis and design procedure for an Intze tank of 200,000 gallon capacity.
Allowable Stresses and Constants
Tensile stress in steel in tank walls and conical bottcans, fg = 12,000
psi.
Conqpressive stress in steel in the roof and bottcan domes, fg = 16,000
psi.
Tensile stress on congxjsite concrete section of tank wall, f^j = 200 psi.
Compressive stress in concrete in domes, f^, = 1,000 psi.
Shear stress in concrete, v = 100 psi.
1:1.5:3 concrete mix proportions.
5,000 psi concrete cube strength at 28 days.
Modular ratio m = 15
If
Weight of reinforced concrete taken as 150 Ib./cu. ft.
The allowable tensile and ccaapressive stresses in steel have been kept
low enough to avoid cracking of the concrete and thiis ensure water tightness.
Economical Dimensions ; >
Capacity of tank in cubic feet V = ^»2?^ = 32,000 cu. ft.
o.<i5
Economical diameter D = 2
-^J^^ax {2ij222.)3 = 43.4
Adopting D = 44 ft.
Average height to full supply level H = " "^ 22 ft.
The dimensions of the tank are as shown in Fig. 9. Since the thickness
of the walls and domes are small compared with the other dimensions, the
dimensions shown on the diagram are the centerline to centerline distances.
Roof Dome
This is designed as a spherical flat dcaae with rise, r = 5 ft,, at the
center. The loadings considered on the dome are the dead weight of dome and
roof covering or insulation and the snow load. The loads are considered to
be synmetrical about the axis of the dome and unsynmetrical sti'esses due to
wind pressure, volume change and support displacement are ignored. The shell
of the dcMe is considered to be so thin that no bending moment is developed
in it, yet it is made of sufficient thickness that there is no danger of
buckling.
Assuming shell thickness of 6" the loading on the roof is
Dead weight of 6" shell = 75 lb, per sq, ft.
Roof insulation, etc., say = 25 lb, per sq, ft.
20
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OF THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS
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Snow load = 10 Ibs./sq. ft.
Total = 110 Ib./sq. ft.
To this is added 50 lb. per square foot allowance for a possible live
load.
Total intensity of load (w) = l60 Ib./sq, ft.
Radius of curvature of dome R = '^ \ *^''- = 50.9
<• X. y
.». <t> - 25.6**
Meridional force near the edge is
' l+COS
<f
=
-
^°iVo^9^ " "^'^^ lbs ./ft. (compression)
Hoop force N^ = R^ {^^^^ - cos^ )
Near the edge (^ = 25.6°)
Ng = 50.9 X 160 (3^ - 0.9) = -3,040 Ibs./ft. (compression)
Near the crown (i.e. 9 = 0) -
N© =
- r "= ~
^°'V ''"^ ° •^'^72 Ib./ft. (compression)
Thus sufficient steel area is provided in both the N and N^ directions
80 that compressive stress in the composite section does not exceed 300
Ib./sq. in.
Actually the compressive stress in the dome is very low and a very thin
slab might be used but there is not much advantage in reducing the thickness
22
below 6 inch. A 6 inch slab provides better protection agsdnst leakage of
water into the tank at no extra expense for shuttering and with some saving
in the cost of insulating material.
Using 3/8" 4 bars at 12 inch centers in the N^ and in the K directions
throughout the dome is quite satisfactory and gives a steel area, A «= 0.11
sq. in./ft. width, in each direction.
Stress on conqjosite section in the N^ direction ne&r the edge
Nj
-4290
-4290 2
- 12 X 6 Mn^l) A, ^ 72 -H 14 X .11 ^^ ^ "^^ '''•/""• (compression)
Stress on composite section in the N^ direction near the crown
-4072
12 X 6 + 14 X .11
Near the edge
-
-55 Ibs./sq. in. (compression)
V = 2 " X 50.9 X 5 X 160 _ oi TK / *
^
' Vx44x6xl2 ~ ^^ ^^'•/'^- ^*
Rib Ehcircling Ed/^e of Roof Dome
The rib is designed to resist the tensile force due to the horizontal
thrust from the dcane.
Taisile force in rib is : T « Rr w cot <p
» 50.9 X 5 X 160 X cot 25.6°
» 85,000 lbs.
This force is resisted by the steel alone. Allowing a tensile stress
of 16,000 Ib./sq. in. In steel.
SteeX ar« A. •.f^ = 5.31 .q. in.
9 - 7/8" (f> bars are sufficient to provide a steel area of
23
Ag = 5,4 sq. in.
Vertical Wall; -
The vertical viall is designed to take the hoop forces due to the water
pressure. Hoop steel in the form of circular rings is provided in the wall.
It is assumed that the junction of the wall and inclined conical bottom is
free to displace laterally as well as to rotate so that all of the hydro-
static pressure is resisted by hoop forces and there is no cantilever action
provided by the wall. This aS8uag)tion is however, only partially true since
there is partial fixity at the Junction. Therefore sufficient vertical rein-
forcement is provided on the inner side of the wall near the junction to resist
the cantilever action. However, for the purpose of designing the hoop rein-
forcement, it is assumed that all the water pressure is resisted by the hoop
steel.
Maximum head of water near the junction = 20 ft.
Water pressure on wall near the bottom = 20 x 62.5 = 1,250 Ib./sq. ft.
Hoop force per foot height of wall (N^) » 1,250 x 22 - 27,500 Ib./ft.
Assuming all the force to be resisted by the steel and allowing a tensile
stress of 1^,000 Ib./sq. in., steel area A^ =^^ = 2.29 sq. in./ft. height.
Dsing 7/8" (|> bars at 3" centers in the bottom strip of 1 foot height pro-
vides the required hoop steel (Ag = 2.40 in.^).
The steel area required at other depths is calculated in a slinilar fashion.
Allowing a tensile stress of 200 Ib./sq. in. on the coiig>osite concrete
section, the tMckness t of the wall near the bottom is given by
200 = 2 r= 27r';:ffl
12t + (m-i) Aa 12t + 14 x 2.29
24
2,400t = 27,500 - 200 X 14 X 2.29 = 27,500 - 6,400 = 21,100
2,if00
The wall thickness is made 9 inch throughout. Thus adopting a wall
thickness of 9 inch, the ccHapressive force N_ due to load of roof and wall
is foimd as follows:
Surface area of roof dome «=27J'x50.9x5=' 1,600 sq. ft.
Total load from roof dome = 1,600 x I60 = 256,000 lbs.
Load per foot of the circumlerence of wall = •* ' **"
".
'
:
"
7i X A4
= 1,850 Ib./ft.
Load/ft, due to dead weight of wall = 20 x | x I50 = 2,250 lb,/ft.
Total force per foot (N^) « 1,850 + 2,250 = 4,100 Ib./ft.
Maximum compressive stress in concrete = t^ —q ~ 37.6 lb,/sq. in.
Vertical steel in the wall is provided to support the hoop reinforcement.
Thus 1/2" 4* ^rs at 12 spacing are provided as vertical reinforcement.
Hoop Steel Area in Vertical Wall at Various Heights: -
0-51 7/8" 4) bars at 3" centers Ag = 2.4O in.2/ft.
5»-10' 3/4" 4* bars at 3" centers Ag = I.76 in.^ft.
10«-15» 3/4" 4^ bars at 4 1/2" centers Ag = I.I7 in.Vft.
15 '-SO' 5/8" <it bars at 6 1/2" centers A. =
.57 in.V^t.
Bottcan Domes
In the analysis of the bottom dcane, it is assumed that the int«isity of
pressure on the dc»ae due to the head of water is uniform. Thus the loading on
^the bottom d<»iie nay be approxiinated to be a tmiform pressure of 25 x 62.5 —
1,560 Ib./sq. ft. and the dead weight of the dcme, assianing 6 inch shell
thickness, is 75 Ib./sq. ft,
TotfiJ. intensity of pressure on the dome is 1,635 Ib./sq. ft. acting nor*»
mal to the surface of the shell.
For zero stress in the supporting ring
Wj^ cot o<- = W2 cot P>
i^ere
Wi = weight of dome + weight of water above it
Wx = [( it X 17 X 17 X 25) - 7^ X 17 X 17 X I j X 62.5 +
ii X 17 X 17
X 75 = (227,000 - 1,500) X 62.5 + 68,000 <= 1,408,000 lbs.
Again
Wg = weight of roof dcme + weight of vertical wall + weight of inclined
bottom + weight of water on inclined bottom.
Weight of roof dcme = 256,000 lbs.
Weight of vertical wall = 20 x ^ x Ti x /»4 x I50 = 312,000 lbs.
Surface area of inclined bottom « 7f x 39 x 5 ^2""= 870 sq. ft.
Weight of inclined bottom assuming 9" thick = 870 x ^ x I50 = 98,000 lbs.
4
_^
Weight of water on inclined bottom <= Ti x36x^x62.5+x- (A4^-34^) 20
x 62.5 = 853,500 lbs.
W2 *= 256,000 + 312,000 + 98,000 + 853,500 = 1,519,500 lbs.
Now with ^ =45°, and W^^ and W2 known, angle o<. is found from the re-
lation
Ml cot oc = W2 cot ^
Tirtiich gives
26
1,408,000 cot ^ = 1,519,500 cot 45®
.». cot oc, «= 1,08
.'. oC = A2.80
Radius of curvature of bottcan drane
(R) = iZ = 25 ft.
sin k2-SP
Rise (r) at the center is given by
(17)^ = r (2R-r) = r (50-r)
•r
r2 - 50 r + 290 =
r - ^0 ± 2i 500-1,160 = 50-36.6 = 7 ^t.
2 2
Membrane Stresses in the Bottom Dcme
Equating vertical forces on the dome, the membrane force N^ near the edge
is given by
N^ sin 42. 8® X "^ X 34 " - Wj
... N^ = -lt408,000 ^ _^ ^^^^QQ Ib./ft. (compression)
Nq is givai by
25 2?
and
Z = - (62.5 X 25 + 75) - - 1,635 Ib./sq. ft.
19.400 Nq m
-^5 '25='-^'^35 .-.^=-859
•*• N^ — — 21,500 lb ./ft. (coii5)ression)
27
For ccHupressive stress of 250 psi on the con^josite section in the N-.
direction, Ag is given by
250 •= 21.500
12 X 6 + 14 X Aa
/. U Ag =^^ - 72 = 86.0 - 72 = 14
Ag = 1.00 sq. in./ft.
^ 9 bars at 5 in. c/c throughout the dome in both the N^ and the N^
directions provides sufficient steel area*
Check for Shear
Shear/ft. run near edge of dome
^ 1,408,000
- 13,200 Ib./ft.
The shear stress in the concrete, assuming all shear to be taken by the
concrete, is
1.320 , 2V = j2 ^ ^ = 180 Ib./in.^ Excessive
Steel area provided to take shear Ag = y^* = o .83 sq. in./ft.s 16,000
£"(J) bars at 6" c/c.4^
Outer Inclined Conical Portion
At the upper end of the inclined slab there is a vertical load (256,dOO
+ 312,000) = 568,000 lbs. due to the weights of the cylindrical wall, the
roof and the roof loads. These produce a shear at the junction of the cylin-
der wall and the inclined bottom.
la
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The amount of this shear per foot is
The inclined slab must have enoxigh strength to resist this shear.
Assume the inclined slab 9" thick at the upper end.
Shear stress near upper end assuming all shear being taken by concrete
Shear per foot at the lower end of the inclined slab
Assume the inclined slab 12" thick at the lower end
li+,200 /
^ =^ liTli =- 99 Ib./sq. in.
The sloping slab is acted on by water pressure varying with the depth
of the point under consideration and le designed with steel rings to resist
the tension caused by these loads.
The inclined slab is also designed to span as a beam between the riba.
The loading considered is the normal coji^wnent of its own weight and the
varying water pressure. The doi&ed bottoa being in con^ression and the cone
in ring tension, a small bending moment occurs at their junction and steel is
provided in the upper surface of both at their junction for this reason. This
steel extends for the reqiiisite bond lengths into both portions of the litruc-
ture.
steel Reinforcement in the Conical Bottom
Near the lower end of the inclined slab
R » ^ = •lt?3.9tgOO = -20,150 Ib./ft. (con^ression)
' 2 H Tq cos 45° 2 r? X 17 3Cj-4
f
jl ==
JLiSElL. = 62.^ X 2? X 17 „ 3^^000 ^j^^^ (tension)
* cos 45° i.
^f2
Steel area in the N^ direction
A = ^^rr = 3.15 sq. in./ft. 1" <)> bars at 3" c/c = 3.16 sq. in.At,
steel Area in the N^ Direction
9
Using 3/4" <)> bars at 4 in. c/c gives
Ag = 1.32 sq. in.
C<Mi?>res8ive stress on the canposite section
20,152
=:l24 1b./in.2
12 X 12 + 14 X 1.32
Check for Bending
Consider a 1 ft. wide strip spanning between ribs. Assuming sijnple
sijpports
:
Span length = 5 jT = 7.07 ft.
Average water pressiire = 62.5 x 22.5 "" 1»405 Ib./sq. ft.
Normal component of dead wt. = 10^ Ib./sq. ft.
Total = 1,510 Ib./sq. ft.
Bending moment at the middle = 1>510 x (7.0?)^
8
= 9,450 lb. ft.
3d
Overall thickness at mid-^portion = 10 ~
Effective depth (d) for beam action = 10,5 - 1 5 = 9"
M
,% steel area required A„ = ^^ _, ..
= ,85 dia
9A?0 X 12
•85 X 9 X 12,000
= 1,235 in,^
Using j-- ^ bars at 4" c/c gives Ag = I.32 sij. in, with 1 in. concrete
cover.
Check for Concrete Stress Due to Combined Action of Bending and Direct
Force N.
Concrete stress due to N = 124,00 lb,/in, (coiapressive)
Concrete stress due to bending
^ ?»4?0 X IZ ^ ^„
0,85 x9x,44x9xl2'^
= 625 lb,/in.^ (con?)ressive)
Total compression in concrete due to combined action at the mid-section
of the inclined slab = 750 lb,/in.^
31
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the water tank by the use of membrane theory of shells
is found to be quite single. There are no con^jlicated matheoiatical formulas
involved in this method. The basic assumptions made in the membrane theory
are:
(1) The thickness of the shell is small compared with the radius of
CTirvature and the other dimensions,
(2) The conditions at the supports are such that the shell can freely
expand and no bending stresses are introduced at the edges of the shell,
(3) The thickness of the shell being small, the membrane stress is
assumed to be constant throughout the thickness.
The meabrane theory gives satisfactory results only if the above assump-
tions and conditions are satisfied. Condition (1) is satisfied fairly well
in the case of a tank. The ratio of shell thickness to radius of curvature,
t/R, for various coD9x>nents of the tank, was as follows:
i^
Roof dome ,0098
Bottom dome ,020
Vertical wall .034
Conical bottom .030 (average)
In Ref
. (9) page 454, it is shown by a rigorous mathematical analysis
for a shell of steel (Poisson's ratio V = 0.3) that in shells of theibrm of a
surface of revolution, loaded syaauetricalljr with respect to the axis, the max-
imum value of the ratio of bending stress to the membrane stress is 3.29 t/R.
Applying similar reasoning to concrete shells, it is thus seen that b&nding
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stresses in thin shells are very small campared with membrane stresses and
that membrane theory is quite satisfactory even if condition (2) is not
fully satisfied. Condition (2) is however partially satisfied because of the
partial fixity of the edges of the shells. This is due to the restraining
action of the encircling ribs provided at the junctions of the roof dome and
vertical wall, the vertical wall and conical bottom, the conical bottom and
the bottan dome. Therefore, some bending stresses are introduced at the
junctions of the various ccanponents. To take care of these bending stresses,
sufficient steel is provided near the junctions as already discussed on pages
22 and 23. The exact solution for the amount of steel to be provided to re-
sist this bending is beyond the scope of this report, but a fairly good
ftpproxiination can be obtained by considering the fixed-ended beam action of
a strip of 1» width acted on by the given loadings. To allow for any uncer-
tainty, the calculated value of steel area may be multiplied by a factor of
2. As this steel to resist bending is only required near the junctions, it
makes a very small fraction of the total steel used and it would be justi-
fiable to use even a higher factor of safety than 2.
Assumption (3) is also fairOy well justified and membrane stress is
fairly uniform throughout the shell thickness.
The formula for economical tank dimensions has been deduced by making
use of the minimum value theorem of Differential Calculus. Though a similar
formula is given in Ref
. (2) page 134, called Dr. E. Kuester's rule which is
for circular tanks with flat roof and flat bottom, the writer has derived
the formula from first principles for the tank with a domed bottom and roof.
In deriving the fonmila, it is assumed that the surface area of the flat
dome is very nearly the same as its projection on the horizontal plane. Also,
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the height of the tank is taken as the average depth of water to full supply
level.
!Ihe fozizaila for zero hoop force in the ring beam supporting the tank is
Wj^ cot 04=11^2 cot P
The value of ^ is assumed to be 45°. The weigl-its V^ and W2 were cal-
culated and sxibstituted in the formula to find oc » In finding W^ and W2»
some approximations were used but the error introduced is less than 25^.
This is found by working out exact values of W^^ and W2 xising the geometry of
the cone and the sphere. Although there is no hoop tension in the ring beam
supporting the tanlc, there are largo bending and torsional effects. The beam
can be designed by conventional methods but this was not in the scope of this
report.
In the design of the tank, the loadings considered were due to
(1) Water pressure in tank
(2) Self weight of various con^wnents of structure
(3) Snow load on roof
In addition to the above^ other posoible effects causing stresses in a
structure are: wind loads, stresses due to tenqierature change, stresses due
to settlement of supports and earthquake stresses.
In any structural design problem, it is of basic iu^wrtance to determine
the various possible loadings and stresses so as to design the structure for
combinations of various effects and loadings. It is therefore necessary to
mention the effects of wind, temperature change, settlement and earthquakes
and to show whether or not it is justified to neglect these in the design of
the tank. Since the height of the tank is small ccm^iared with the total
height of the tower, the wind forces have very little effect on the design
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of the tank, though these become prominent in the design of the columns,
column bracings and footings. Again, although settlement of the foundations
would cause severe stresses in the columns, ring beam and the footijigs, it
does not have any important adverse effect on the shell. Regarding teng^erw
ature change, since the reservoir remains full of water at most times, there
is not much differential change of temperature in the shell.
Similarly earthquake effects have not been accounted for in the design
of the shell. Most probably this effect will also be confined to the design
of column footings, beams and column bracings and will have small effect on
stresses in the shell portion.
From the analysis presented in the report and the foregoing discussion,
it is found that the method of analysis of the tank shell by the membrane
theory is easy, reliable aud gives satisfactory results.
nSYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
S^nibols*
Ag = Steel area, in,^
C^j « Cost per aq. ft. of T«all,
Cji = Cost per sq, ft. of roof.
Cp = Cost per sq, ft. of floor.
d = Distance from the concrete compression edge to the centroid of
tensile reinforcement, in.
D *» Diameter of the tank, ft.
fg - Pennissible tensile stress in steel, psi.
f a= Permissible con9)ressive stress in the steel, psi.
fg » Pennissible cooapressive stress in the concrete, psi.
f c =» Permissible tensile stress on the ccanposite concrete section, psi,
h " Average height of the water column, ft.
H « Height of the tank, ft.
H = Depth of water, ft.
H^ " Outward horizontal thrust per ft. on ring beam due to the bottom
dome, lbs,/ft.
H2 =» Inward horizontal thrust per ft. on ring beam due to inclined sec-
tion, lbs./ft.
c «* One half the span of dome, ft.
L « Circumference of the ring beam supporting the tank, ft.
n " Mbdtilar ratio.
M «= Bending moment, lbs, in,
Ny •= Membrane force/ft, in the meridional plane, lbs ./ft.
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Ng *= Membrane force/ft, in tangential direction, lbs ./ft.
r = Rise of the dome, ft.
Tq = Radius of the circle of intersection, ft.
1^ «= Radius of curvature of the surface in N^ direction,
r2 = Radius of curvature of the surface in Nq direction.
R «" Radius of cxirvature of the spherical dome, ft,
R "= Radius of cylindrical portion, ft.
S = Surface area of the dome, sq, ft.
ds = Width of square surface element of the shell.
t - Thickness of the shell, in.
T = Hoop force in the top rib, lbs.
V = Shear stress in concrete, psi.
V - Capacity of the tank, cu. ft.
Vj^ = Shear force in concrete section, lbs ./ft.
w •= Intensity of loading, lbs,/sq. ft.
w = Unit wt. of water, Ibs./cu. ft.
W = Total load on the shell surface above kk including dead load, lbs.
W = Sum of weights of the roof dome, the wall and the weight of conical
section above AA and the water above AA, lbs.
W]^ = Total weight of the bottom dome and the water above it, lbs.
W2 = Smn of weights of the inclined section and the water above it, the
weight of the cylindrical wall and the roof dome, lbs*
W Y^ Sum of the weights of the roof dome and the wall above AA, lbs.
Z = Intensity of pressure normal to shell surface, Ibs./sq. ft.
°^ = Angle of inclination of the tangent to the bottom dome at the edge.
A
r = Angle of inclination of conical section with the horizontal.
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e = Angle measured in the plane normal to axis of surface of revolution.
9 = Angle measured in the meridional plane.
de = Angle subtended by element ds x ds at the center of curvature at
right angles to the meridional plane,
df = Angle subtended by the eleotent ds x ds at the center of curvature
in the meridional plane.
V = Poisson's ratio for steel.
Abbreviatioiis
.
psi = Pounds per sq. in.
'>^ « Infinity
lbs.»= Potmds
in. = Inches
ft. = Feet
sq. in. «» Square inches
cu. ft. = Cubic feet
in.^ «= Square inch
.». = Therefore
wt.= Weight
^
= Roimd bars
c/c «= Center to center
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is twofoldj (1) to develop the formulas for
the membrane stresses in the various parts of the Intze Tank named after its
inventor 0. Intzej (2) to use these foimulas in the design of a 200,000 ijop,
gallons capacity tank.
In addition to the formulas for the membrane stresses, the formula for
economical tank dimensions for a given capacity has been derived using the
minimum value theoran of Differential Calculus.
The formula, which satisfies the Intze condition that the resultant
horizontal thrust on the ring beam supporting the tank is zero when the tank
is full, has also been derived.
PHDCEDUEE
The formulas for the monbrane stresses in the various parts of the tank
shell have been derived by the use of the manbrane theory of shells of the
form of a surface of revolution and loaded syriBnetricaUi^ with respect to the
axis. The bending stresses are neglected in the design because these are
very small con^^red to the membrane stresses.
In the solution of the numerical design example, the economical tank
dimensions were determined by the use of the formula derived for this purpose.
After determining these general dimensions of the tank, i.e. the height and
the diameter, the rise r of the roof dome and angle of inclination A of the
conical section were assumed. Assuming the vertical height of the conical
portion and selecting the diameter of the supporting ring, the angle of
inclination c< of the bottom dome was determined from, the formula.
Wi cot oC = Wg cot p
where W^ and Wg have the notations given at the end of the report.
Then using these dimensions and the given loadings, the membrane forces
N^ and N^ in various parts of the tank and hence the reinforcement required
were found. For the purpose of dead weights, the thicknesses of roof and
bottom domes and the vertical wall were assumed first. The reinforconent re-
quired to resist the hoop force in the rib at the junction of roof dome and
vertical wall was calculated.
The concrete stresses in various parts were then checked and were found
to be within permissible limits.
In the concluding part of the report, the theory of the analysis and
the basis and justification for various assumptions have been discussed.
From this, it was concluded that the method of analysis of the tank shell
using the membrane theoiy of shells gives a satisfactory design.
